
Why do you love music so much?

Music is medicine for the soul and with
music I have Rising from the dead,
standing tall smiling, reaching my
destiny!!!! With other souls that lost
their way, Many souls, all wanting to
just be someone, reaching our
destiny!Finally!

“As musicians – we bring
entertainment, healing, love and
passion to a world that desperately
needs it!” 

Her Musical Career

The music industry is full of amazing,
talented, and great artists who have
their own personal touch to make their
art stand out of the rest. There were
hundreds of hardships every day in
MystiQ's life and she had to always
stay tough. At that time her writing
was something that kept her going, she
realised her mom was right and slowly,
her poems began to turn into raps and
songs, and then she began to bring her
story to life. 

MystiQ the Mysterious has taken
control of her fate with  her passion for
the arts, and music,  launching her
career as a musician, youth leader and
motivational speaker. With her
combined talent as a creative art and
graphic designer, singer, songwriter
and prolific writer, her artistry has
been described as captivating, diverse,
and astounding. She is so inspired by
the power of music to bring emotional
change. She says, “Music speaks to us
at a spiritual level, therefore, using
music, we can impact people’s lives. At
the most basic level." She has suffered
many incidents of trauma but
continued her struggles and never gave
up. “I write from my personal
experiences. But with equal
importance. I like to use music as an
outlet to help people who are
experiencing various social and
emotional issues and trauma every day
in their life, not just in South-Africa
but across the globe. She is giving great
value to the music world through her
work and efforts.
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HOW WE PLAN YOUR BUDGET

The world is rapidly moving in favour
of video as a form of communication in
the digital age. We’re all starting to
notice it, but what does it take to
produce high quality content? How we
plan your video budget When clients
generally ask us how much a video
costs, they’re often surprised by the
unexpected costs involved. You
probably can get away with creating a
video with natural light and an i-phone
but that would be the equivalent of
placing a junior Varsity Cup prodigy
into a final World Cup match and
holding thumbs he doesn’t choke!
Good quality production comes with a
price tag. We’ve put together a list of
elements to keep in mind when setting
a budget for your video production.

CREW 
A professional production is not a one
man show. The Director, Producer, Art
Director, Makeup Artists, Costume
Designer, Scriptwriters, Sound Engineer
and Production Assistant are an integral
part of a smooth-running set. The rule of
thumb is that the bigger the crew, the
more expensive the video is going to be. If
you think about how long the end credits
of a movie are, you get the idea!
(R10,000R45,000)

 LOCATION
 Location will play an important role in
setting the tone of your video. The more
locations your production requires, the
longer it will take to shoot. Don’t forget
about the travel method in getting to your
locations! Is the location easy to access?
Or does the crew need to be flown in by
helicopter? Cargo fees will also apply to
travelling with equipment. If over night
shooting at distant locations hotel fees
will be included. (we looking at a total of
R5,000 – R15,000) 

TIME
With the first two points above, it’s
important to note that most crew will
charge an hourly rate. That means the
longer it takes to shoot, the bigger the bill
is going to be at the end of production. All
this content will also need to be edited in
post-production and this will add to the
hours of work you are billed for. (R5,000
– R15,000) 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
The Project Manager takes care of all the
unseen elements of the production. They
will take care of everything from sourcing
locations, models, crew to arranging
logistics, drafting the call sheet and
feeding everyone on set – a hungry crew
is a grumpy crew! (R5,000 – R10,000)
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Check out MystiQ’s music on all
platforms, including Songcloud, Apple
Music, Reverbnation, audiomack,
YouTube and she is also a verified
artist on Spotify. You can also keep up
with her on her Facebook profile,
MystiQ The Mysterious. Where you
can listen to some of her projects
officially released like “Dankie Pappa,
All I need for Christmas, In This
Together, Thought we would be, A
mother's heavy heart and Many souls
one Destiny”
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